norament® stair treads

norament® by Interface®
Safety and quality in a one-piece solution.

norament® stairtreads, with a pre-shaped stair nosing, riser, and tread all-in-one piece, are a clean and enduring solution for creating safer spaces. norament stairtreads are cost-effective for both new and renovated buildings.
Benefits of premium norament® staiitreads include:

- Ten year limited wear warranty
- Pre-sanded backs
- Odorless and solvent-free adhesive system: nora® stepfix, fiber-reinforced adhesive tape, eliminates wet adhesives and additional downtime, increases productivity, and can be walked on immediately after installation
norament® 920 stair treads (Class A fire-rated)

One-colored, classic round surface for special fire-protection requirements

- IMO and SOLAS certified
- Ideal for emergency exits and stairways
- Compliant with ASTM E136
- Meets Class "A" (ASTM E84 Tunnel Test) flame spread rate less than 15 and smoke development less than 300
- For use in egress areas above 75 feet according to International Building Code (IBC)

norament® 920 stair treads
- 4 Standard Colors
- Art. 465 — width ~4'

norament® grano stair treads
Granular design with a hammered surface

norament® grano stair treads
- 12 Standard Colors
- Art. 479 — width ~4'
- Art. 468 — width ~5'
- Art. 469 — width ~6'

- English standard measurements are approximates.
Digital swatches are not completely representative of product colors.
norament® round stairtreads
One-colored with classic round surface

norament® round stairtreads
12 Standard Colors
Art. 465—width ~4’
Art. 466—width ~5’
Art. 467—width ~6’

norament® satura stairtreads
Tone-on-tone granular design with a hammered surface

norament® satura stairtreads
12 Standard Colors
Art. 479—width ~4’
Art. 468—width ~5’
Art. 469—width ~6’

Digital swatches are not completely representative of product colors.
nora® stair accessories

nora® rubber stair accessories are made from carefully selected raw materials, are impact and shock resistant, and do not break or shrink.

nora® banister trim  Art. 744 – A 5013 U
For landings and ramps.

- 35 Standard Colors
- Piece Length: ∼8.2’ (2.5 m)

nora® epoxy stair filler  Art. 500875
13.5 oz dual cartridge applicator with special mixer application tip.
Coverage: ∼40 linear feet with a .25” bead

nora® metal repair stair angle  Art. 6637
Piece Length: ∼39.37” (1.0 m)
Screws: middle of hole to middle of hole ∼2.5” (63.5 mm)

nora® stair nosing  Art. 805 – T 5049 / Art. 802 – T 5044
With plug-in lip for installation on all types of staircases.

- 5 Standard Colors
- Piece Length: ∼8.2’ (2.5 m)

Floor covering thickness
from .08”/2.0 mm
to .11”/2.7 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .14”/3.5 mm
to .16”/4.0 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .08”/2.0 mm
to .11”/2.7 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .14”/3.5 mm
to .16”/4.0 mm

NOTE: Two cartridge caulking gun required.

NOTE: For use on noraplan/norament floor coverings with a smooth/hammered surface.

Floor covering thickness
from .08”/2.0 mm
to .11”/2.7 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .14”/3.5 mm
to .16”/4.0 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .08”/2.0 mm
to .11”/2.7 mm

Floor covering thickness
from .14”/3.5 mm
to .16”/4.0 mm

- English standard measurements are approximates.
Digital swatches are not completely representative of product colors.
**nora® visually impaired strips**
Textured or smooth striping for the visually impaired. Can be inserted into any one-piece nosing-tread-riser stair tread.

- 8 Standard Colors
- Piece Width: ~2" (50.8 mm)

![Color Swatches](image)

**ecoglo® - photoluminescent contrast strip**
Combined with norament® stair treads, Ecoglo’s E Series photoluminescent step edge contrast strips meet NFPA 101: Life Safety Code®, IBC & IFC 2012 compliant for use in egress stairwells for most buildings over 75 feet. Easily installed in new or existing buildings, the E Series is designed to reduce falls and enhance egress speed in emergency situations while meeting compliance with all mandated codes.

- 3 Standard Colors
- Piece Width: ~2" (51 mm)

![E Series Swatches](image)

**nora® stepfix**
A revolutionary adhesive tape for norament® stair tread installations

Specifically developed for norament® stair treads, nora® stepfix makes installing stair treads quick, clean, and easily manageable—making them the optimum solution.

With nora stepfix, you can easily dry-fit the tread right on the covered adhesive tape, and stairs can be walked on immediately following installation. On stairs with round nosings, use nora® metal repair stair angle and/or nora® epoxy stair filler to fill the void.

**Dimension of rolls:**
~9.45" width x 164’ length (240 mm x 50 m) = 129 square feet (12 m²)

---

NOTE: When installing norament® stair treads with nora® visually impaired strips, nora® epoxy stair filler must be used under the nosing of the stair tread during installation.

NOTE: When installing norament® stair treads with ecoglo step edge contrast strips, nora® epoxy stair filler must be used under the nosing of the stair tread during installation.

- English standard measurements are approximates.
- Digital swatches are not completely representative of product colors.
Additional information on norament® stairtreads and nora® stair accessories can be found at www.nora.com/us/products/stairtreads